The direct searches for Beyond Standard Model (BSM) particles have been constraining their mass scale to the extent where it is now becoming consensual that such particles are likely to be above the energy reach of the LHC. Meanwhile, the studies of indirect probes of BSM physics, with all their diversity, have been progressing both in accurracy and in setting up observables with reduced theoretical uncertainties. The observation of flavour anomalies in b hadron decays represents an important part of the program of indirect detection of BSM physics. Several benchmark analyses involving leptonic or semileptonic decays are presented, with an emphasis on intriguing patterns which are systematic in their trend, though not individually significant yet.
Introduction
Heavy Flavour decays are usually described by low energy effective Hamiltonians forming an Effective Field Theory (EFT) (see, e.g. reference [1] for a review). The Hamiltonians are written as:
where C i (µ) are the Wilson coefficients integrating out the physics above the scale µ (short range), O i (µ) are current operators which matrix elements represent the low energy (non-perturbative/long range) hadronic physics, and µ is the renormalization scale (typically ∼ 1 GeV) distinguishing the two regimes. V i CKM represents the flavour coupling associated to an operator O i , i.e., Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements for SM operators. For the semileptonic tree decays, contrary to SM where the coupling of the mediating W boson does not discriminate between lepton flavours, a BSM mediator might exhibit different couplings between light and heavy leptons. This is Lepton Flavour Universality Violation (LFUV). Such an effect could also occur for the semileptonic loop decays b → s where the dominant operators are O 7 , O 9 , O 10 . Loop decays could also be the ground of new dynamics involving Lepton Flavour Violation (LFV) where leptons of different flavours are produced together.
Semileptonic tree decays
Such decays are generically written as
hadron. The search for a possible LFUV is sought through the measurement of the ratio:
where B denotes the branching fraction. A BSM mediating heavy boson might couple preferentially to the tau lepton, as in Fig.1 , and thus produce a R(H c ) ratio different from the expected SM-based calculations. The modesB 0 → D +( * ) −ν have drawn a particular attention both at the b factories and the LHCb experiment. The LHCb collaboration has been focusing so far on R(D + * ), through the decay chain D * + → D 0 (→ K − π + )π + . The τ lepton is reconstructed in the muonic mode,
, or the hadronic mode τ → πππ(π 0 )ν τ [3] . The discriminating variables include the missing mass, m 2 miss = (P B − P D * − P µ ) 2 , the momentum transfer q 2 = (P B − P D * ) 2 , the muon energy E * µ and the τ lifetime (for the hadronic mode). The muonic tau analysis [2] obtained a measurement of R(D * ) = 0.336 ± 0.027(stat) ± 0.030(syst) while the hadronic tau study [3] gives R(D * ) = 0.291 ± 0.021(stat) ± 0.026(syst) ± 0.013(BF), where the last uncertainty is due to the external branching fraction of the normalizing channel. The latest HFLAV averaging [4] in the R(D) − R(D * ) plane, including the recent Belle collaboration R(D ( * ) ) measurements [5] , is shown in Fig.2 . Compared to an averaged series of SM-based predictions [6] , a discrepancy of 3.1σ is observed. For the B + c meson, a first R(J/ψ ) measurement has been performed recently by the LHCb collaboration for the τ muonic mode [7] , leading to R(J/ψ ) = 0.71 ± 0.17(stat) ± 0.18(syst) which lies 2σ above the range of the known theoretical estimates [8] .
b → s transitions
These transitions proceed through the diagrams shown in Fig.3 at quark level. The operators contributing to these decays are not evenly distributed in the q 2 = m 2 range: at low q 2 , O 7 dominates (for transitions to non-scalar hadrons), in the central q 2 region below the charmonium resonances, O 7 and O 9 interfere, and at high q 2 O 9 and O 10 interfere. At the hadron level, the modes investigated by LHCb are
A series of studies [9] have dealt with the dynamics of the muonic modes, = µ, to infer the differential decay rate dΓ dq 2 , as illustrated in Fig.4 . The data is systematically below the SM-based theoretical predictions, with local discrepancies exceeding 3σ . Attempting to dig more into this intriguing behaviour, angular analyses were performed for
. For B 0 → K * 0 µ + µ − , the discrepancy reported in previous studies for the quantity P 5 =
, built to reduce the hadronic uncertainties [11] from the coefficients S 5 and F L (fraction of the K * longitudinal polarization) of the angular distribution, seems to be persistent as shown in Fig.5 .
Another way to probe the presence of New Physics is to measure the ratio for 1.1 < q 2 < 6 GeV 2 /c 4 . All these values are systematically below the SM-based predictions by 2.2σ to 2.5σ [13] .
The hints of LFUV in b → s decays have motivated a recent LFV search, B + → K + µ ± e ∓ [14] , leading to the establishment of the 95% confidence level (CL) limits: B(B + → K + µ − e + ) < 9.5 × 10 −9 and B(B + → K + µ + e − ) < 8.8 × 10 −9 .
B →
For these pure leptonic modes, the combination [15] 
Summary
The current state-of-the-art of the anomalies in the b hadron decays has not converged yet to a individual measurement reaching the observation level of an involvement of BSM physics. The combination of the observed deviations has nevertheless triggered an intense activity on the phenomenological side in studies aiming at constraining the Wilson coefficients and probing possible contributions of New Physics [15, 18, 19] . The analysis of the late Run 2 data and the coming Run 3 data taking at LHC will be crucial to establish or infirm the observed anomalies. Furthermore, as those anomalies involve lepton flavour, a strengthening of the connection with neutrino physics is desirable [20, 21] .
